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ABSTRACT

Evaluation of mandibular lymph nodes in a patient with head and neck cancer is important 
for stage determination and prognosis development, and, in human medicine, the use of 
sonoelastography for differentiating between non-metastatic and metastatic lymph nodes 
has been reported. Our prospective, cross-sectional study aimed to evaluate the diagnostic 
performance of strain elastography and to determine elastographic cut-off values for 
predicting malignancy. Sixty-six mandibular lymph nodes were included (clinical healthy, 
n = 45; non-metastatic, n = 8; and metastatic, n = 13). Elastographic images were evaluated 
qualitatively (elastographic pattern) and semi-quantitatively (mean hue histogram and 
stiffness area ratios). Elastographic patterns were classified as grades 1 to 4, according to 
the percentage of high elasticity determined by visualization. The mean hue histogram 
was defined based on as the mean pixel color values within the lymph node. Stiffness area 
ratios were determined by computer program analysis of the stiff area. Among the criteria, 
receiver operating characteristic curve analyses revealed cut-off values for the prediction 
of malignancy of 92.26 for mean hue histogram (sensitivity: 100%, specificity: 92%), 
and 0.17 for stiffness area ratios (sensitivity: 86%, specificity of 100%). Reproducibility 
and repeatability were excellent. In conclusion, semi-quantitative evaluation via strain 
elastography holds potential for predicting lymph node malignancy.

Keywords: Lymph node; predicting malignancy; stiffness area ratio; strain histogram; 
ultrasound elastography

INTRODUCTION

Assessment of regional lymph nodes is important for staging head and neck cancers, as well 
as for establishing their prognosis [1]. Although the rates of lymph node metastasis vary 
with tumor type, histologic grade, and location, increased tumor size has been identified 
as a global negative prognostic factor [2]. Manual palpation of lymph nodes has generally 
been promoted in veterinary medicine; however, more than 85% of dogs with lymph 
node metastasis are not diagnosed [3], and cytological or histopathological examination 
is required for accurate metastasis evaluation [4]. Multiple imaging techniques such as 
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ultrasonography, computed tomography, and magnetic resonance imaging can also be 
used to detect abnormal lymph nodes [5-11], however, overlapping results for diagnosing 
metastasis [5-7], the requirement for general anesthesia [8-11], and the use of ionizing 
radiation in computed tomography [9,10], are critical limitations. Therefore, non-invasive, 
simple imaging techniques are required for the pre-surgical assessment of patients with head 
and neck cancers.

Elastography is an imaging modality used to map the elastic properties of soft tissues [12]. 
Malignant tissues tend to be stiffer than normal tissues as they contain an increased density 
of tumor cells and vasculature, as well as fibrotic material [13-16]. Given these properties, 
elastography has been used to assess various organs for malignancy in human medicine 
[12-18]. The successful use of strain elastography for qualitative analysis of lymph nodes has 
also been reported in veterinary medicine [7,19], however, to our knowledge, evaluation of 
mandibular lymph nodes using semi-quantitative elastography for predicting malignancy has 
not been reported in veterinary medicine.

The present study aimed to evaluate the diagnostic performance of strain elastography and 
determine elastographic cut-off values for predicting mandibular lymph node malignancy by 
using qualitative and semi-quantitative strain elastography. The hypothesis was that strain 
elastography would differ among clinically healthy, non-metastatic, and metastatic lymph nodes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals
This study had a prospective, cross-sectional design. Client-owned dogs were included in 
the September 2017 to December 2018 study. All procedures were performed according to 
the Ethical Principle in Animal Research adopted by the Seoul National University and were 
approved by the Seoul National University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee 
(SNU-170912-24). Owners signed consent forms before the study. Dogs were classified as 
clinical healthy based on routine physical examination, complete blood analysis (including 
complete blood count, biochemical profile and C-reactive protein level), radiologic 
examination (thoracic radiography and abdominal ultrasonography), and the absence of 
any known malignancy. The patient group included dogs whose owners agreed to allow 
cytological or histopathological confirmation of mandibular lymph nodes and primary head 
and/or neck cancer. Lymph nodes with non-diagnostic cytology results (low cellularity or 
unclear diagnosis) were excluded.

Ultrasound procedure
Mandibular lymph nodes were examined using grey-scale ultrasound and then by strain 
elastography. The procedures were performed while the dogs were awake. Examinations 
were performed by the first author using a 2–12 MHz linear probe (Arietta 60, Hitachi-Aloka, 
Japan) in lateral recumbency. For mandibular lymph node imaging, B-mode images in the 
longitudinal plane were obtained first, and thereafter, the imaging mode was changed to 
the elastography mode. For the clinically healthy group, the left mandibular lymph nodes 
were imaged, while for the patient group, the mandibular lymph nodes ipsilateral to the 
mass were imaged. When patients had multiple enlarged lymph nodes, all lymph nodes 
were examined. Following the elastographic examination, fine needle aspirates (FNAs) 
were obtained under ultrasound guidance using 24-gauge needles or surgical biopsy of 
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the mandibular lymph node was performed. The lymph nodes in the patient group were 
classified as non-metastatic or metastatic.

For strain elastography, compression with light pressure followed by decompression was 
applied repeatedly until a stable image was obtained. The direction of compression was 
upwards and then downwards. Real-time elastographic and B-mode images simultaneously 
appeared side-by-side on the screen. Regions-of-interest (ROIs) included the target lymph 
nodes, but excluded other tissues (e.g., bone, blood vessels) that may disturb analysis of 
the relative stiffness of the target lymph nodes. At least three elastographic images were 
obtained. All ultrasound elastographic images were displayed using 256-color mapping of 
each pixel according to the degree of strain with the color scale ranging from red (highest 
strain, softest) to, green (average strain, intermediate), to blue (no strain, hardest). All 
images were sent to a picture archiving and communication system (PACS; INFINITT, Infinitt 
Healthcare Co., Ltd., Korea) and were then saved as bit-map files for later analysis.

Image analysis
Ultrasonographic images for each dog were anonymized and randomized; the corresponding 
cytological or histopathological results were blinded for evaluation. All images were reviewed 
by two observers. The B-mode images were evaluated on the basis of the size and, shape of 
the lymph node, presence of the hyperechoic hilum, margin type, and echogenicity. The width 
(cm) of the lymph node was evaluated to determine size. Width-to-depth ratio was used to 
determine shape. The lymph node margins were classified as irregular or smooth. Lymph node 
echogenicity was classified as hypoechoic or isoechoic as compared to that of adjacent fat.

Strain elastographic images were evaluated qualitatively and semi-quantitatively. If an 
anechoic structure (suspected cystic or necrotic changes) was detected in the parenchyma, 
it was not included in the analysis because these are not indicative of a solid component. 
For qualitative analysis, the elastographic patterns were classified based on the distribution 
and percentage of the lymph node area to the hardness area (blue). Grade 1 indicated absent 
or very low stiffness (i.e., blue); grade 2 indicated a stiff area comprising < 50% of the 
lymph node; grade 3 indicated a stiff area comprising > 50% of the lymph node; and grade 
4 indicated a lymph node with predominant stiffness that occupied the entire lymph node 
space (Fig. 1) [18].

For semi-quantitative analyses, computer-aided analyses of the mean hue histogram values 
and stiffness area ratios in the acquired images were performed. The mean hue histogram 
[20] and stiffness area ratios [21] were assessed off-line using Image J software (National 
Institutes of Health, USA). The mean hue histogram (Fig. 2) was constructed using the mean 
pixel color values within the lymph node via the software plug-in for hue histogram analysis. 
First, color-coded images were obtained by subtracting grey-scale images from the original 
elastographic images to eliminate B-mode information. Second, ROIs were drawn manually 
around the entire lymph node in the B-mode images. These ROIs were superimposed onto 
the color-coded images and mean hue histograms were constructed.Values range from 0 to 
255 (from red to green to blue), and the increasing stiffness resulted in an increased mean 
hue histogram value. Stiffness area ratios (Fig. 3) were determined using the following image 
processing steps. First, ROIs were manually selected to include the lymph node. Second, the 
stiffer tissue was visualized as a colored pixel determined to be within a certain threshold 
level (hue: 145-–180, brightness: 0–255). The stiff tissue areas were indicated with red pixels, 
and the percentage of the stiff tissue area within the ROI was calculated.
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After B-mode and strain elastography image analysis, the results were classified into three 
groups (clinically healthy, non-metastatic, or metastatic lymph node) based on cytological or 
histopathological examinations, and statistical analyses were performed. Strain elastography 
was performed three times for each lymph node and the values were averaged for analysis. If 
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Fig. 1. Elastographic pattern used to assess lymph nodes. (A) Grade 1, predominantly red and green areas and, rarely, blue areas; (B) grade 2, predominantly 
red and green areas with blue area comprising < 50%; (C) grade 3, predominantly green and blue areas with blue areas comprising > 50%; (D) grade 4, 
predominantly blue area comprising nearly 100% (lymph node outlined with a dotted line).

BA C

Fig. 2. Evaluated mean hue histogram. From original images (A and B), a subtracted (B − A) color-code image (C) with a region of interest around the lymph node 
was obtained and the mean hue histogram analyzed.
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the patient had enlargement of multiple lymph nodes, all lymph nodes were analyzed and the 
average calculated.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis using SPSS software (IBM SPSS Statistics 22, IBM Corporation, USA). 
Normal distribution of quantitative variables was determined by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
test. Normally distributed data were presented as a mean ± standard deviation (SD). 
Quantitative variables including size, width-to-depth ratio, mean hue histogram and stiffness 
area ratios were compared across groups using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). 
Qualitative variables including presence of hyperechoic hilum, margin, parenchymal 
echogenicity, and elastographic pattern, were compared using a Kruskal-Wallis test. 
Bonferroni corrected Mann-Whitney tests were performed for post hoc multiple comparisons 
when significant differences were identified by ANOVA or Kruskal-Wallis test.

To evaluate the diagnostic performance of the variables that were significantly different 
between non-metastatic and metastatic lymph nodes, optimal cut-off values were determined 
using receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves. All values were determined using the 
Youden index. Areas under the curve (AUCs) were calculated with 95% confidence intervals 
(CIs) to quantify the ability of each variable to detect malignancy. Assessments of inter- and 
intra-observer agreement in the qualitative data analyses were performed using Kappa statistics 
and quantitative data were analyzed using intra-class correlations (ICC). The strength of an 
agreement was classified based on k values: poor (k: < 0.04), moderate (0.41–0.6), good (0.61–
0.79), and excellent (> 0.8) [22]. A p value of < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
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Fig. 3. Calculated stiffness area ratios. From a binary image (A and B), the lymph node area was manually 
selected as the region of interest (C), and the stiffer tissue visualized as a red pixel (D) was determined within 
specific threshold levels (hue: 145–180, brightness: 0–255).
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RESULTS

The clinically healthy group included 45 dogs and the patient group included 12 dogs. One 
patient was excluded because of the presence of non-diagnostic cytology results. The details 
of the clinically healthy group are as follows: median age of 3 years (range: 1–12 years); eight 
females, 11 spayed females, three males and 23 castrated males; and the included breeds were 
Beagle (n = 10), Maltese (n = 9), toy Poodle (n = 6), mixed (n = 5), Chihuahua (n = 3), Dachshund 
(n = 3), Shih-Tzu (n = 3), Pomeranian (n = 2), Cavalier King Charles spaniel (n = 1), Coton de 
Tulear (n = 1), miniature Schnauzer (n = 1) and Spitz (n = 1). The details of the patient group 
is as follows: median age of 13 years (range: 2–15 years); three females, five spayed females, 
one male, and two castrated males; and the included breeds were Maltese (n = 5), English 
Cocker spaniel (n = 2), Borzoi (n = 1), miniature Schnauzer (n = 1), Scottish terrier (n = 1), and 
Pomeranian (n = 1). Among the patients, 21 ipsilateral mandibular lymph nodes were evaluated. 
According to cytology (n = 19) or histopathology (n = 2) results, examined lymph nodes were 
categorized as metastatic (n = 13) or non-metastatic (n = 8).

Sonographic lymph node results are summarized in Table 1 and elastographic lymph node 
findings are summarized in Table 2. On grey-scale ultrasonography, there were significant 
differences (p < 0.05) in width-to-depth ratio > 0.5 for metastatic lymph nodes compared to 
clinically healthy and non-metastatic nodes. Otherwise, no statistically significant difference 
was detected for depth, parenchymal echogenicity, irregular margin type, and hyperechoic 
hilum definition. However, increased lymph node depth and absence of hyperechoic hilum 
were more frequent in metastatic nodes. Elastographic patterns, mean hue histogram values 
and stiffness area ratios were significantly different between metastatic lymph nodes and 
non-metastatic and clinically healthy lymph nodes (p < 0.01). Clinically healthy and non-
metastatic lymph nodes were either elastographic pattern grade 1 or 2, reflecting relatively 
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Table 1. The B-mode characteristics of the conventional ultrasonography-evaluated criteria for the different 
lymph nodes study groups
Characteristics Clinically healthy (n = 45) Non-metastatic (n = 8) Metastatic (n = 13)
Depth (cm) 0.37 ± 0.11 0.85 ± 0.65 0.95 ± 0.51
Width-to-depth ratio

< 0.5 39 (85) 5 (100) 4 (57)
> 0.5 6 (15) 0 (0) 3 (43)

Hyperechoic hilum
Present 27 (60) 2 (40) 1 (14)
Absent 18 (40) 3 (60) 6 (86)

Echogenicity
Normal 45 (100) 4 (80) 1 (14)
Abnormal 0 (0) 1 (20) 6 (86)

Margin
Smooth 45 (100) 5 (100) 5 (71)
Irregular 0 (0) 0 (0) 2 (29)

Values are presented as mean ± standard deviation or number (percent).

Table 2. Qualitative analysis of strain elastographic characteristics of clinically healthy, non-metastatic, and 
metastatic lymph nodes

Criteria Clinically healthy (n = 45) Non-metastatic (n = 8) Metastatic (n = 13)
Elastographic pattern 1.56 ± 0.50 1.50 ± 0.53 3.31 ± 0.85
Mean hue histogram 81.48 ± 7.86 86.99 ± 4.73 101.35 ± 8.80
Stiffness area ratio 0.03 ± 0.02 0.05 ± 0.06 0.41 ± 0.20
Values are presented as mean ± standard deviation.
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soft elasticity. Metastatic lymph nodes were mostly hardness grade 3 or 4, reflecting relatively 
stiff elasticity, except for one lymph node.

The diagnostic performance of B-mode and elastography variables are summarized in Table 3.  
The ROC analyses revealed that the best cut-off values for the prediction of metastatic lymph  
nodes were 92.26 for the mean hue histogram (p < 0.01; with a sensitivity of 100% and specificity 
of 92%), 0.17 for stiffness area ratios (p < 0.01; with a sensitivity of 86% and specificity of 100%), 
and grade 2 for elastographic pattern (p < 0.01; with a sensitivity of 86% and specificity of 100%). 
Among the variables, the mean hue histogram values showed the highest AUC, 0.982 (95% CI, 
0.878–1.000) (Fig. 4).

Kappa values for elastographic patterns had an inter-observer and intra-observer variability of 
0.53, and 0.87, respectively, indicating moderate reproducibility and excellent repeatability. The 
ICC between observers was 0.882 (0.755–0.943) for the mean hue histogram and 0.868 (0.675–
0.946) for stiffness area ratios, indicating excellent inter-observer reproducibility. Furthermore, 
the ICC for each observer was 0.928 (0.851–0.965) for the mean hue histogram and 0.995 
(0.987–0.998) for the stiffness area ratios, indicating excellent intra-observer repeatability.
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Table 3. Diagnostic performance of B-mode and strain elastography parameters in predicting malignancy in mandibular lymph nodes
Criteria AUC 95% CI p value Cut-off Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) Youden Index
Mean hue histogram 0.982 0.878–1.000 < 0.01 > 92.26 100 91.89 0.92
Elastographic pattern 0.902 0.763–0.974 < 0.01 > 2 85.71 100 0.86
Stiffness area ratio 0.879 0.735–0.961 < 0.01 > 0.17 85.71 100 0.86
Width-to-depth ratio 0.661 0.492–0.804 0.1591 > 0.48 57.14 77.50 0.35
AUC, area under the curve; CI, confidence interval.
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Fig. 4. Receiver operating characteristic curve assessment of the diagnostic efficacy of grey-scale 
ultrasonography and strain elastography for predicting mandibular lymph node malignancy. Area under the curve 
for the mean hue histogram (0.982) is higher than those for the elastographic pattern (0.902), the stiffness area 
ratio (0.879), and the width-to-depth ratio (0.661).
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DISCUSSION

Grey-scale ultrasonography is frequently used to assess lymph nodes in cancer patients 
[6]. Although the use of diagnostic criteria such as lymph node size, shape, parenchymal 
echogenicity, margination, and vascular pattern have been reported [5,23,24], the utility and 
specificity of these criteria for identifying metastatic lymph nodes remains unclear.

In the present study, we evaluated the usefulness of various criteria of grey-scale 
ultrasonography and strain elastography criteria. Although a significant difference was 
observed for width- to-depth ratio, most grey-scale ultrasonographic features, including 
width, parenchymal echogenicity, irregular margin, and hyperechoic hilum definition were 
not significantly different among the study groups. Notably, all strain elastography criteria 
had higher AUC values than those of grey-scale ultrasonography.

To our knowledge, no previous study has reported the use of the semi-quantitative strain 
elastography for predicting malignancy of mandibular lymph nodes. Elastographic patterns 
are often used as superficial lymph node diagnostic criteria in veterinary medicine, offering 
80%–100% sensitivity and 75%–96% specificity [19]. We also observed that elastographic 
patterns had high AUC values; however, this was relatively dependent on the examiner (k = 0.53).  
Our results indicated that semi-quantitative criteria, such as the mean hue histogram and 
stiffness area ratios, were useful, and providing high repeatability and reproducibility. The 
cut-off values for predicting malignancy were a mean hue histogram values > 92.26 and a 
stiffness area ratio > 0.17.

We did not evaluate strain ratios in the present study because only a fixed ROI box could be 
used in our device. In a human study using ultrasound elastography, a strain ratio > 1.5 was the 
most useful for metastatic lymph node classification [18]. Our study showed that in clinically 
healthy dogs and in some patients, the mandibular lymph nodes were often too small, whereas 
in patients with lymph node enlargement, the nodes often exhibited a heterogeneous pattern, 
making it difficult to select where to position the ROI. However, by using Image J to determine 
the mean histogram values it was possible to utilize freely drawn ROIs. As in a previous report, 
mean hue histogram values were found to be equal to strain ratio for diagnostic performance 
[25], thus, we evaluated only the mean hue histograms in this study.

Imaging of human cervical lymph nodes using strain elastography has revealed that the 
cortex of the lymph node is harder than the hilum and medulla [26,27]. Inflammatory lymph 
nodes have an elastographic appearance similar to that of a normal lymph node, but with a 
stiffer cortex and a softer hilum [27]. The cortex of malignant lymph nodes is harder than the 
cortex of normal nodes and typically harder than its medulla [27], because metastatic cancer 
cells invade the lymph nodes through afferent lymphatic vessels, moreover, the metastatic 
focus initially forms in the peripheral region, remote from the hilum of the lymph node [4]. 
In the present study, however, we were unable to differentiate between the cortex and the 
medulla in all groups. The reason for this inability may be that the nodes were too small to 
differentiate their anatomic structure, shear-wave elastographic examination may be needed 
to focus on the cortex and medulla of such lymph nodes.

In this study, strain elastography yielded some false-positive or -negative results. One patient 
produced a false-negative result, but we did not perform a histopathologic examination as 
the cause was suspected to be early-stage metastasis. Furthermore, there was a focal anechoic 
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lesion in the lymph node parenchyma, suggestive of necrosis, a cyst, or a highly vascularized 
structure that can result in a false-negative result in strain elastography [19]. Strain 
elastography is operator-dependent; thus, if the ROI does not adequately represent the tissue 
of interest and its surroundings or if there is a size discrepancy between the lesion and the 
surrounding tissue, assessments of lymph nodes stiffness may be incorrect or limited [28].

The limitations of the present study include its inclusion of a small number of patients within 
each cytological diagnosis group. Based on our results, a larger-scale study that incorporates 
a histologic confirmation approach and included a variety of tumor types is required. 
Furthermore, our clinically healthy dogs were selected based on clinical examination 
(physical examination, blood analysis and imaging studies) in order to avoid the use of 
invasive procedures, such as FNA or biopsy, thus, we could not elucidate the homogeneity of 
the clinically healthy group.

In conclusion, our results suggest that semi-quantitative strain elastography with its high 
sensitivity and specificity, may be helpful for pre-surgical prediction of mandibular lymph 
nodes malignancy in patients with head and neck cancer. Variables, such as the mean hue 
histogram value and a stiffness area ratio, which offered the highest diagnostic accuracy 
in our study, can be used as an aid when determining the need for further examination 
such as that incorporating FNA or biopsy. Further larger prospective studies utilizing 
histopathological confirmation of elastographic observations are necessary to improve the 
accuracy of this approach.
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